In utero physiology: role of folic acid in nutrient delivery and fetal development\textsuperscript{1–4}
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ABSTRACT
Despite the isolation of placental folate receptors 25 y ago and progress in defining the mechanism of folate delivery, considerable gaps remain in the literature for each level of the maternal-placental-fetal unit. Although a critical role of placental folate receptors in maternal-to-fetal folate transport was shown by use of the isolated perfused-placental cotyledon model a decade ago, in vivo confirmation is still needed. Knockout of folate receptors in mice, and knockdown of folate receptors by delivery of antisense oligonucleotides at gestation day 8 or antibodies to folate receptor, results in profound developmental abnormalities in the fetus, ranging from neural tube defects to neurocristopathies such as cleft-lip and cleft-palate, cardiac septal defects, and eye defects. These abnormalities can be prevented by ensuring the entry of folate into cells via alternative pathways. Controlled dietary folate restriction studies also identified adverse effects on reproductive performance, implantation, and fetal growth and other subtler (microscopic) defects in murine fetal development. Longitudinal follow-up showed that gestational folate deficiency results in behavioral changes—an anxiety phenotype—during adulthood in these mice, which supports the Barker hypothesis. The extent to which these findings are relevant to humans is unclear, however. Nevertheless, the high incidence of neural tube defects among North Indian women, who chronically subsist on one-third to one-half of the optimum folate needed to prevent birth defects, underscores the magnitude of the public health problem and emphasizes the urgent challenge to define the most efficient way to ensure adequate dietary folate for hundreds of millions of such women at risk in developing countries. \textit{Am J Clin Nutr} 2007; 85(suppl):598S–603S.
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INTRODUCTION
No one can look at a newborn infant and fail to marvel at the precision with which human development proceeds. Among the nutrients required during gestation, folic acid is critically important for DNA synthesis and cell proliferation. Folate requirements during gestation are 5- to 10-fold those in nonpregnant women; the recommended daily allowance for folate for pregnant women is 600 μg/d for growth of the fetus, placenta, and maternal tissues (1). This demand for folate must be met by adequate maternal dietary intake. The dramatic clinical observations (2, 3) that indicate that the fetus can parasitize maternal folate stores to the point of profound depletion—and even in the face of maternal folate deficiency—have long suggested that the placenta contains a mechanism to bind and transport maternal folate to the fetus. Thus, it can be predicted that folate deficiency, which can lead to megaloblastosis and cell death, particularly of highly proliferative somatic cells, will result in adverse consequences to the fetus during gestation. Additionally, because embryonic neural tube and neural crest cells have a doubling time as short as 5 h, folate deficiency will likely have the most profound effects on these cells during critical windows in development, resulting in neural tube defects and neurocristopathies. [Note that whereas anencephaly and spina bifida (meningomyelocele) are the most common forms of neural tube defects, the clinical spectrum of neural tube defects also includes encephalocele, craniarachischis, and iniencephaly; neurocristopathies arise from disorders in the proliferation or migration of neural crest cells.] This prediction was verified by the landmark randomized controlled studies on the role of periconceptional folate supplementation to prevent the recurrence (4) and occurrence (5) of neural tube defects; this has led to the current recommended dietary allowance of folate for nonpregnant women of 400 μg to prevent these birth defects, with 4 mg/d recommended for those women with a prior history of giving birth to an infant with a neural tube defect. However, commentaries and editorials that tracked these studies invariably bypassed more fundamental questions related to the underlying mechanism for the spectacular effect of folates in the prevention of neural tube defects. This was because little was known about the mechanisms of transplacental folate transport in 1992.

PLACENTAL FOLATE RECEPTORS
A decade earlier (in 1981), however, there were intimations of the mechanism when folate receptors isolated from placental membranes (6) were proposed as ideal candidates to mediate physiologic transplacental folate transport. Although subsequent experimental studies identified that similar folate receptors on other normal and malignant cells were critical for cellular uptake
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of physiologic 5-methyltetrahydrofolate (7), the more definitive studies of placental folate transport awaited information on the structure of native placental folate receptors, which appeared to have been proteolytically truncated when originally isolated (6, 8). Molecular cloning of placental folate receptor cDNA in 1989 (9, 10) also suggested a more complex basis for membrane anchoring (11, 12), as did analysis of folate receptors from cultured malignant cells (13) and human placental villi (12). By 1992, native placental folate receptors were characterized as hydrophobic glycosyl phosphatidylinositol-anchored, 35-kDa folate-binding membrane glycoproteins, which possessed a high affinity for binding physiologic folates in vivo in the nanomolar range (14).

TRANSPLACENTAL FOLATE TRANSPORT

Three years later, with the use of an ex vivo placental cotyledon perfusion model, it was shown that maternal-to-fetal folate transfer was mediated by placental folate receptors (15). These studies indicated 2 steps in this process: first, circulating maternal 5-methyltetrahydrofolate was captured by placental folate receptors that richly decorated the maternally facing chorionic surface. Once bound, this folate-receptor-bound folate is destined for fetal transport and is preferentially displaced by incoming folate (from dietary folate). The resulting intervillous blood folate concentration, which is ≈3 times that of the maternal blood, allows for folate to be transferred to the fetal circulation along a downhill concentration gradient. Therefore, provided the mother continues to consume a folate-rich diet, this mechanism ensures continued unidirectional transplacental maternal-to-fetal folate transport. This can also explain why folate deficiency in mothers can have a negative effect on fetal growth and nutrition. A logical question was whether folate receptors facilitated acquisition of folate by the developing fetal central nervous system.

MODELS FOR NEURAL TUBE DEFECTS AND NEUROCRISTOPATHIES

In 1995, we identified that experimental up-regulation of folate receptors reduces cell proliferation independently of folate deficiency in some human cells (16). Because continued folate deficiency leads to megaloblastosis, which culminates in apoptosis of highly proliferative cells, we proposed a broad hypothesis (in 2000) to explain the results of earlier clinical studies wherein folic acid supplementation improved birth outcomes (in 2000) to explain the results of earlier clinical studies that suggested that many of these—including cleft lip and palate (25–28), conotruncal heart defects (29–31), urinary tract defects (25, 28, 30), and limb reduction defects (29, 30, 32)—may be prevented by periconceptional folate supplements. Thus, folate receptors are essential for normal development of the central nervous system and of several neural-crest-derived tissues.

REGULATION OF FOLATE RECEPTORS

Because folate deficiency led to up-regulation of folate receptors, identification of the mechanism of the regulation of folate receptors was a logical focus. By 2001 we identified that the trans factor isolated from human placenta was a 43-kDa heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein E1 (33), which specifically interacted with the 18-base folate receptor RNA cis element to trigger the biosynthesis of folate receptors (18). It was then discovered that progressive accumulation of the metabolite homocysteine within folate-deficient cells led to homocysteinylating of heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein E1 (thereby converting it into a higher-affinity folate receptor mRNA-binding moiety) and triggering biosynthesis and translational up-regulation of folate receptors (34). Abrupt reversal of folate deficiency also led to a rapid parallel reduction in cellular homocysteine and reduced biosynthesis of folate receptors, resulting in down-regulation of folate receptors to levels observed in folate-replete cells. Collectively, these results pointed to homocysteine as the key modulator of the translational up-regulation of folate receptors and established a linkage between perturbed folate metabolism and coordinated up-regulation of folate receptors (34). Now it remains to be shown whether human placental folate receptors are also up-regulated during folate deficiency in vivo.

EFFECTS OF FOLATE DEFICIENCY IN UTERO ON FETAL DEVELOPMENT

Clinical observations since the late 1960s have noted that folic acid begun after diagnosis of pregnancy and continued until birth prevents the premature delivery of small-for-date infants (35). Before this can be rigorously tested in a prospective clinical
study, a not unreasonable question was whether there was an ambiguous experimental evidence for this in preclinical studies. Surprisingly, the literature was relatively silent on this issue. A second and equally relevant question was, Are these the only problems that folic acid can prevent during gestation? Indeed, one study using a murine model of limiting maternal folate by restricting dietary folate before conception and during pregnancy (36) identified poor reproductive outcomes with increased fetal deaths, decreased fetal weight, and delays in palate and heart development (37).

We were particularly interested in the mechanism or mechanisms underlying these observations and whether there was evidence for up-regulation of folate receptors in mice under conditions of folate deficiency that was comparable with the low folate status of women in many developing countries. In addition to several earlier studies (38–40) that identified a staggeringly high percentage of the population in South India with evidence of folate deficiency (up to 60% of pregnant women had folate deficiency-related megaloblastic anemia), the National Pilot Programme on Control of Micronutrient Malnutrition (41) and another study in urban women belonging to a low-socioeconomic-status group (42) more recently identified that estimates of the daily intake of folic acid in rural areas of various Indian states (North and Northeast India) ranged between 75 and 167 µg, which is far lower than the 400 µg necessary to prevent birth defects. So we asked, What happens to the murine fetus when its mother consumes less folate than what is ideal during pregnancy?

Our studies in mice were designed to cover a range of suboptimal dietary folate consumption that was in principle comparable with the range of values of dietary folate consumed by women in rural North and Northeast India (41). Dams were fed various amounts of dietary folate in their diets for 2 mo before gestation (to achieve a steady state) and during gestation. After the mice were killed on gestation day 17 (1 d before expected delivery), pregnancy outcomes and fetal tissues were evaluated. When compared with dams fed an optimum amount of dietary folate (1200 nmol folate/kg diet), those dams fed a diet that was one-quarter of optimum exhibited no changes in placental weight but had profound reductions in the percent pregnant, the number of implants, and the number of alive fetuses and a marked reduction in fetal weight (43). By contrast, dams receiving just a little more folate (albeit still only one-third of optimum) had no such abnormalities except for a continued reduction in fetal weight. From among a battery of tests, there was a trend for adult mice [who had experienced folate deficiency in utero] to exhibit more thigmotaxis (wall-hugging) behavior in the open-field activity test in that they entered the central area less frequently than did the controls. (This open-field activity test measures locomotor activity and anxiety-like responses when the mice are placed in a novel brightly lit arena.) More significant changes were noted in the elevated plus maze test, which is pharmocologically well validated as an anxiety paradigm and is based on unconditioned responses to a potentially dangerous environment (55). [When the mouse is placed on the center of the maze, the combination of bright light and open space in the open arms can induce fear or anxiety, the degree of which is assessed by measuring the time spent on the open and closed arms and the number of entries made into each arm (56–58)]. Our studies showed that mice who received only one-third of optimum folate in utero spent less time in the open arms and more time in the closed arms and were more active overall (reflecting agitation) than was the control group. These novel results suggest that prenatal folate deficiency that is restored at birth may alter early developmental reflex behaviors and later adult behaviors (54). Whether these studies relate to mood disorders in humans is worthy of additional study.

CONSEQUENCES OF IN UTERO FOLATE DEFICIENCY ON ADULT BEHAVIOR

Because a substantial reduction in fetal (gestation day 17) cortical cell number as well as a major alteration in fetal white matter was observed (43), we tested for long-term functional consequences in murine fetuses that had been exposed to gestational folate deficiency at one-third to one-half of optimum (54). From among a battery of tests, there was a trend for adult mice [who had experienced folate deficiency in utero] to exhibit more than a twofold increase in anxiety-like responses compared with the controls. (This open-field activity test measures locomotor activity and anxiety-like responses when the mice are placed in a novel brightly lit arena.) More significant changes were noted in the elevated plus maze test, which is pharmocologically well validated as an anxiety paradigm and is based on unconditioned responses to a potentially dangerous environment (55). [When the mouse is placed on the center of the maze, the combination of bright light and open space in the open arms can induce fear or anxiety, the degree of which is assessed by measuring the time spent on the open and closed arms and the number of entries made into each arm (56–58)]. Our studies showed that mice who received only one-third of optimum folate in utero spent less time in the open arms and more time in the closed arms and were more active overall (reflecting agitation) than was the control group. These novel results suggest that prenatal folate deficiency that is restored at birth may alter early developmental reflex behaviors and later adult behaviors (54). Whether these studies relate to mood disorders in humans is worthy of additional study.

DIETARY FOLATE DEFICIENCY AND NEURAL TUBE DEFECTS IN INDIA

The high prevalence of folate deficiency in developing countries, together with the demonstration by a large clinical trial from China that most first-occurrence neural tube defects could be prevented by periconceptional supplements of folate (59), raised a troubling question: What were developing countries doing with this new information? For example, India, with ≈26 million births per year, could prevent substantial numbers of neural tube defect births if she adopted a public health policy to ensure periconceptional folate supplementation for all women of childbearing age. But despite the surprising (and shocking) revelation in 2002 [from an urban slum in Delhi (42) and the National Pilot Programme on Control of Micronutrient Malnutrition (41)] that women in rural areas of North and Northeast India chronically consumed profoundly suboptimum amounts of folate, there has been no official Governmental position stating that addressing this issue was a priority. One reason could be the lack of a comprehensive database on the incidence of neural tube defects in India.
Although earlier hospital-based records from major cities of India identified the frequency of neural tube defects as ranging from 3.9 to 8.8 per 1000, there is an inherent fallacy in using city-hospital-based data to dictate public health policy, because only 28% of Indians reside in cities; the vast majority live in \( \approx 500 \) 000 villages scattered throughout the country. So a relevant question was, What is the incidence of neural tube defects in villages where most infants are born in India?

An immediate challenge was to identify a representative village to do such a study. Using information from the Government of India’s National Commission on Population Report (60), we conducted a population-based door-to-door survey of mothers living in remote village clusters in Balrampur District (in the state of Uttar Pradesh in North India among 30 village clusters that covered a population of 44 447), which was ranked as the least-developed area in India. Our data showed that the incidence of neural tube defects was 6.57 to 8.21 per 1000 livebirths, which is among the highest worldwide (61). There are several legitimate reasons why these data were likely underestimated, however: 1) only live births with neural tube defects were recorded (stillbirths were not recorded, and anencephalic infants are more often stillbirths); by contrast most reports on neural tube defects record both live births and stillbirths. 2) Social taboos and mores about not revealing intimate confidences shared between mothers and prevailing folk religious beliefs could have resulted in not revealing neural tube defect births to the fieldworkers. 3) We could have missed many infants with spina bifida occulta that did not have any telltale skin markers and thus was not detected clinically.

A relevant question is whether this snapshot from Balrampur district is valid only among the 168 regions with comparably low economic, health, and social indicators (60). Because our value for the incidence of neural tube defects is comparable with the upper values noted in major cities from India, this somewhat validates and justifies extrapolation of our data to a wider segment of the population in India. When this is done, one of the great opportunities for widespread public health intervention become obvious: from among the \( \approx 150 \) 000 to \( \approx 200 \) 000 infants born each year with neural tube defects in the Indian subcontinent, 75% of these can be prevented by a comprehensive strategy aimed at improving folate status among women of the childbearing age in India. This is especially urgent because the financial costs to ensure adequate periconceptional folate for Indian women almost certainly pales in comparison with the severe economic burden and hardship imposed by taking care of children with neural tube defects.

Two additional intangible issues which should also enter public health policy discussions in developing countries are: (a) the added psychological toll on children with neural tube defects and their parents, and (b) the very heavy price children with spina bifida pay if they survive the first year after birth; such children courageously endure a lifetime of intolerable physical handicaps and suffering that can only be appreciated when one has the privilege to personally meet them, if ever they are able to venture out into the real world.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Several opportunities exists for future research:

1) The critical role of placental folate receptors in binding and effecting maternal-to-fetal folate transfer as shown by using the isolated perfused cotyledon (15) needs verification in vivo; this could be achieved by using stable isotopes of folate. Such studies can then be extended to populations that chronically subsist on low-folate diets—such as that identified in India (41, 42, 62)—to define the efficiency of folate delivery and consequences to the fetus. For example, does the fetus fail to get its quota of folate beyond a threshold of maternal folate, and is this a function of failure of up-regulation of placental folate receptors beyond a particular threshold? Furthermore, experimental selective interference with placental folate receptors in mice can further test our broad hypothesis to explain the basis of various developmental defects involving perturbed folate delivery to the fetus (17).

2) Although polymorphisms in the coding region of the folate receptors have not been identified among those with neural tube defects (63, 64), further clinical studies of polymorphisms involving the regulatory components of folate receptor biosynthesis as a basis for neural tube defects are warranted.

3) Studies of the long-term effects of gestational folate deficiency, which showed an anxiety phenotype in adult mice (54), now raise new questions as to the precise locus within the fetal brain that is affected and the windows of opportunity whereby these effects may be reversed by dietary folate intervention. Identification of a map of cell proliferative rates of various parts of the fetal brain during development that are susceptible to folate deficiency in utero would define those tissues with the greatest susceptibility to apoptotic cell death during development.

4) Expanding our knowledge of the mechanism and molecular level of up-regulation of folate receptors of the placenta and fetus and information on the efficiency and capacity for up-regulation of folate receptors in the placenta compared with fetal tissues during various grades of dietary folate deprivation (43) will likely identify a) the basis for predisposition to development of neural tube defects and neurocristopathies by diet and b) the influence of polymorphisms and autoantibodies to folate receptors on folate status (23).

5) Identification of translational up-regulation of folate receptors by homocysteine and its effect in post-translational derivation of heterocyclic nuclear ribonucleoprotein E1 into a high-affinity mRNA-binding protein (34)—which preferentially binds to poly r(C)-rich or poly U-rich domains of a host of otherwise unrelated genes—has opened up a new area to investigate the epigenetic effects of dietary folate deficiency on placental and fetal development.

6) The identification of a very high incidence of neural tube defects in North India (61) that originates from poor folate intake among women (41, 42) underscores the need for research [and urgent political action] into improving ways to ensure that women and children in developing countries also benefit from the recent spectacular scientific advancements in preventive medicine with folate supplements. Such research should involve studies into the bioavailability of folates in Indian cuisine and research into the most efficient way to deliver periconceptional folates to women by either dietary modification, folate supplements, or folate fortification of particular foods that are processed centrally and consumed by a majority of women in India. The Indian situation reflects that occurring in developing countries, where most of the world’s women reside. Cross-disciplinary research into identifying the best way to improve folate status will require integration between preventive medicine, behavioral psychology, and international health care delivery as well as the political will of governments (1).
7) Finally, the effect of coexistence of dietary vitamin B-12 deficiency that arises from lifelong vegetarianism or poverty-imposed near-vegetarianism (49) with folate deficiency, which is especially common in developing countries, and the resulting risks of chronic hyperhomocysteinemia to maternal well-being and on fetal development are other important areas for international research.
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